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An approach toward kinetic mechanism reduction, both in terms of reactions and
species, is discussed. The dri®ing force of the approach is to deri®e reduced kinetic
models while maintaining the structural integrity of the detailed mechanisms. The
mechanism reduction problem is defined as an integer optimization problem with binary
®ariables denoting the existencernonexistence of reactions or species. A Branch & Bound
framework is implemented for the solution of the resulting mathematical programming
problem. Se®eral examples, utilizing a ®ariety of kinetic networks, are presented and the
results are analyzed.

Introduction

Detailed modeling of chemically reacting systems is an im-
portant factor in the analysis of chemical reactors. Byproduct
distribution, pollutant formation, and process operationropti-
mization are greatly influenced by the details of the chem-
istry. Accurate models that correctly predict the chemical
pathways are often extremely complex and involve a large
number of reacting species and reaction steps. Keeping track
of species evolution in such large systems is a highly demand-
ing computational task. It is therefore imperative to identify
alternative representations of detailed kinetic mechanisms
to reduce the computational workload. Three types of ap-
proaches are commonly used to develop simplified kinetic
representations:

Reduction of the Number of Reacting Species and Reactions.
In this case the problem is defined as follows: Let the de-
tailed network be composed of N species participating in Ns r
reactions. Let the set of reactions be

SS s R , R , . . . , R� 4N 1 2 Nr r

� 4SS s s , s , . . . , sN 1 2 Ns s

A reduced network that maintains the structural integrity of
the original is one composed of N X reactions belonging to aR
subset of the original set

SS X ; SSN Nr r

SS X ; SSN Ns s

The reaction pathways remain unaltered, although some
branches are removed. Local sensitivity analysis is primarily

Ž .used to derive such reduced mechanism Turanyi et al., 1989 .´

Reduced Mechanisms Using Quasisteady-State and Partial
Equilibrium Assumptions. By replacing the production rate
of species which are quasi-equilibrium with their correspond-
ing equilibrium expressions, new combined steps are deter-
mined which no longer correspond to elementary ones. Such
reductions have been shown to be extremely effective within
the regime at which the reduction assumptions are valid.
However, the integrity and physical intuition of the model

Ž .are often lost. Peters and Williams 1987 , for example, re-
duced systematically through steady-state and partial-equi-
librium assumptions a 31-step mechanism of CH combus-4
tion to a three-step mechanism

CH qO ™COqH qH O4 2 2 2

COqH OlCO qH2 2 2

O q2H ™2H O2 2 2

The resulting reaction steps are clearly a combination of ele-
mentary ones and do not necessarily reflect the way the reac-
tions are actually taking place.

Mathematical Representations Based on the Time-Scale Sepa-
ration. Important advances in the theory and practice of
mechanism reduction are the result of methods that take into
account local dynamics. These methods mathematically con-
struct a lower-dimension subspace over which the dynamics
are confined. They follow primarily the work of Maas and

Ž . Ž .Pope 1992 and Lam and Goussis 1994 .
A comprehensive review of mechanism reduction tech-

Ž .niques can be found in Tomlin et al. 1997 . This article pre-
sents an alternative approach towards mechanism reduction
while maintaining the structural integrity of the detailed ki-
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netic networks. It has been motivated by the recent work of
Ž .Petzold and Zu 1997 . Along similar lines is the recent work
Ž .of Edwards et al. 1999 , although a fundamentally different

modeling approach and solution methodology is adopted
here.

Reducing the Number of Reactions
Problem definition

The problem to be addressed is defined as follows:

Gi®en a detailed reaction network composed of N reac-R
tions determine the smallest network, subset of the de-

Xtailed one, ha®ing N F N reactions, that replicates theR R
dynamics of the detailed network with a gi®en accuracy.

The search for this reduced reaction network is mathemat-
ically defined as the following optimization problem

NR

min lÝ r
NRlg II r s1

subject to

2reduced detailedy z y y zŽ . Ž .Z k k
LL s v dzHÝ K detailedž /ž y zŽ .0 kk g KK

2reduced detailedT z yT zŽ . Ž .Z
q v dzHT detailedž /T zŽ .0

1r22reduced detailedt z yt zŽ . Ž .Z
q v dz FdHt detailedž / /t zŽ .0

Np Rdy zŽ .s � 4s l a R , ss1, . . . , N , ps reduced 1Ž .Ý r rs r sdz r s1

Np pSdT z dy zŽ . Ž .sg � 4s H , ps reducedÝ sdz dzss1

dt p z rŽ .
� 4s , ps reduced

dz c0

N NS SX Y
a ar s r sr rw x w xR s KK X y KK X , r s1, . . . , NŁ Łr F s R s R

ss1 ss1

KK r s k r eyE r
FrRT

F F

KK r s k r eyE r
RrRT

R R

NN RR � 4lg II s 0, 1

In order for the formulation to be consistent with the way we
perform our calculations, y denotes mass fractions, while Xs s
denotes molar concentrations used in the calculation of the
reaction rates. r stands for the mixture density, which is a
function of composition and temperature, and c is the initial0
mass flux, which is a function of the initial conditions. l is ar
binary variable used to denote the existence l s1 or nonex-r
istence l s0 of particular reaction. In the above formula-r
tion detailed is the network for which all l s are equal to 1.r
KK is a user-defined subset of the set of all reacting species
Ž .molecular as well as free radicals . The integral error mea-

sure LL defines the approximation error of the trajectories of
the key observable quantities for the interval of interest. The
temperature of the system T is also a target. We also allow
for an additional observable t which corresponds to a char-
acteristic time of the system, such as the induction time in
combustion systems. The factors v are appropriately se-
lected weighting factors that represent the biases of the deci-
sion-maker in the way different observables are to be consid-
ered in the objective. The form of the weight can greatly af-
fect the outcome of the reduction scheme. In all the results
presented the value of those parameters are set to 1. One
example case will be presented that formulates the problem
such that v s0, kg KK, v s0, and v s1 to show thek t T
effect of altering the objective. Furthermore, the domain over
which the error measure is defined is important, as will be
discussed. A plug-flow reactor is used in the actual simula-
tions. A nominal reactor length Z is defined simply to per-
form the integration. All results are presented in terms of
residence times which is an objective measure of the progress

Žof the reaction. For given initial conditions reactant mole
.fractions and inlet temperature and pressure , base-case pro-

files are obtained by simulating the species and temperature
evolution with the detailed mechanism for an adiabatic reac-
tor of length Z. It is clear that the form of the reactor does
not, and should not affect, the principles used for performing
the reduction.

Alternative formulations can also be analyzed in which the
error in each different observable is treated as a separate

Ž .constraint. The presented formulation is adopted because: i
Ž .it is the most simple, ii it is numerically less demanding

since all gradients are computed numerically and, therefore,
the Jacobian of the constraint is essentially a row vector and
not a matrix. More advanced schemes could also be used by
exploiting the sensitivity equations, for example, but these
would only improve the computational efficiency and would
not affect the qualitative results related to the reduction as
well as computational requirements for solving the integer
problem in terms of the Branch & Bound nodes as will be
discussed subsequently. There exists a large number of dif-
ferent formulations one could explore and the results would
all point to the fact that multi-objective approaches strongly
depend on the targets the decision-maker has set for the
problem. We will solve a few characteristic instances so as to
illustrate the key points of the approach. Formulation 1 aims
at identifying the minimum number of reactions ÝNR l F Nrs1 r R
that would achieve an adequate representation of the origi-
nal network, as expressed by the error norm LL . The optimal

� 4decision is described by the solution vector ls l , . . . , l ,1 NR

such that, if l s0, the particular reaction is not considered.i
Ž .The mathematical representation of 1 defined an integer

nonlinear problem for which no standard solution procedures
exist. We developed a Branch & Bound framework so as to
address this problem. Various results were obtained, and
some typical ones will be discussed.

The solution of the resulting integer optimization problem
is greatly enhanced if a subset of important reactions is a
priori determined thus reducing the actual number of binary
variables. One way of addressing such an issue is through a
pre-processing step in which the relative importance of the
various reactive steps is determined in a sequential manner.
That can be simply done by running successive simulations in
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which one removes reactions one a time. The following is a
heuristic used to determine a critical set of reactions that can
not be removed from the mechanism: If dropping reaction
i from the detailed network, that is, l s0, while all otheri
reactions remain active, that is, l s1, js1, . . . , N , j/ i,j R
produces a reduced network with N X s N y1 reactions thatR R
approximates the complete network with an error d X )d
reaction i that must remain active and not be treated as a
variable. Thus, one determines a critical reaction set whose
presence is required

Rmin d ' i : for which when l s0 and�Ž . i

X � 4l s1, j/ i then d )d ; 1, . . . , N 24 Ž .j R

The optimization is now constrained on the remaining NR
y N min reactions from which we need to identify the mini-R Žd .
mum number required. It should be pointed out that, by

minŽ .using only the reactions defined in R d , we do not ob-
tain an approximation within d of the complete network.
However, compensating errors could be present, whereby re-
moving reaction A or reaction B could result in error, but
removing reactions A and B might actually cancel out indi-
vidual errors. Such compensating effects cannot be identified
by the heuristic. If this is the case, solving the problem using
the heuristic would provide an upper bound on the size of
the reduced mechanism. If the reduction is not considered
significant, one could simply solve the original problem with-
out invoking the heuristic to, possibly, obtain a better solu-
tion. It must be emphasized that the integer optimization ap-
proach does not depend on the implementation of the
heuristic. Simply, the computational efficiency is improved as
the number of binary variables is reduced.

Instead of imposing a bound on the approximation error in
the form of a nonlinear constraint, while minimizing the
number of required reactions, one could postulate the in-
verse problem, whereby we minimize the error while postu-
lating the number of reactions

2reduced detailedy z y y zŽ . Ž .Z k k
min LL s v dzHÝ K detailedN ž /ž y zR Ž .0lg II kk g KK

2reduced detailedT z yT zŽ . Ž .Z
q v dzHT detailedž /T zŽ .0

1r22reduced detailedt z yt zŽ . Ž .Z
q v dzHt detailedž / /t zŽ .0

subject to

NR

l s MÝ r
r s1

Np Rdy zŽ .s � 4s l a R , ss1, . . . , N , ps reduced 3Ž .Ý r rs r sdz r s1

Np pSdT z dy zŽ . Ž .sg � 4s H , ps reducedÝ sdz dzss1

dt p z rŽ .
� 4s , ps reduced

dz c0

N NS SX Y
a ar s r sr rw x w xR s KK X y KK X , r s1, . . . , NŁ Łr F s R s R

ss1 ss1

KK r s k r eyE r
FrRT

F F

KK r s k r eyE r
RrRT

R R

NN RR � 4lg II s 0, 1

Equations 1 and 3 are equivalent, however, the computa-
tional results presented are obtained via Eq. 1. As will be
shown, a very important characteristic of this problem is the
fact that the error d is not a continuous function of the num-
ber of reactions.

Branch & Bound algorithms for integer optimization
problems with differential equations

The problem at hand is complicated by the fact that the
state of the system, that is, objective and constraints, is de-
fined as the time evolution of a dynamic system, and integer
decisions have to be made. A Branch & Bound algorithm was
developed so as to address these problems.

Branch & Bound algorithms define families of solution al-
gorithms that operate within a search tree. The main objec-
tive in a general Branch & Bound algorithm is to perform an
enumeration of the alternatives without examining all 0y1
combinations of the binary variables. A key element in such
an enumeration is the representation of alternatives via a bi-
nary tree. The basic ideas in a Branch & Bound algorithm
are the following. First, a reasonable effort is made to solve
the original problem by considering, for instance, the contin-
uous relaxation of it. If the relaxation does not result in
an integer-feasible solution, that is, one in which the binary
variables achieve 0y1 at the optimal point, then the root
node is separated into two candidate subproblems which are
subsequently solved. The separation aims at creating simpler
instances of the original problem. Until the problem is suc-
cessfully solved, this process of generating candidate sub-
problems is repeated. Branch & Bound algorithms are also
known as divide and conquer for that very reason. A basic
principle common to all Branch & Bound algorithms is that
the solution of the subproblems aims at generating valid lower
bounds on the original integer programming problem through
its relaxation to a continuous problem. The relaxation results

Ž .in a nonlinear programming problem NLP which, in the
general case, is nonconvex and needs to be solved to global
optimality so as to provide a valid lower bound. If the NLP
relaxation renders an integer solution, then this solution is
referred to as valid upper bound. The generation of the se-
quence of valid upper and lower bounds is called bounding
step. The way subproblems are created is by forcing some of
the binary variables to take on a value of 0 or 1. This is known
as the branching step. Nodes in the tree are pruned when the
corresponding valid lower bound exceeds the valid upper
bound; this stage is known as the fathoming step. The selec-
tion of the branching node, the branching variable, and the
generation of the lower bound are very crucial steps whose
importance becomes even more pronounced when addressing
nonconvex problems.
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Two basic strategies exist regarding the selection of the
branching node, depending on whether one designs a Branch
& Bound based on a depth-first or a breadth-first approach.
In the former, the last node created is selected for branching,
and in the latter the node that generated the best lower bound
is selected. Another alternative is to select nodes based on
the deviation of the solution from integrality. It is not clear
which strategy is the best and it is often the one that mini-

Žmizes the computational requirement that is selected Gupta
.and Ravindran, 1985 . The most common strategy for select-

ing a branching variable is to select the variable whose value
at the solution of some relaxed problem is the farthest from

Žthe integer, that is, the most fractional variable Ostrovsky
.and Mikhailov, 1990 . Finally, one of the most important

computational steps is the generation of the lower bound.
The effectiveness of a Branch & Bound depends on the qual-
ity of the lower bound that is generated. At every node of the
Branch & Bound tree, a nonlinearrnonconvex NLP is solved.
Two issues are important: the lower bound must be valid,
that is, the relaxation at a particular node must underesti-
mate the solution of the original problem for this node, and
the lower bound must be tight so as to enhance the fathom-
ing step. The key complexity when dealing with nonconvex
MINLPs is that the relaxation solved at each node is, of
course, a nonconvex NLP that has to be solved to global opti-
mality. In such cases global optimization algorithms have to
be employed for the generation of valid lower bounds. The
elements of Branch & Bound can be found in greater detail

Ž .in Floudas 1995 , and in a recent summary of the work on
global optimization of problems involving integer variables in

Ž .Androulakis 2000 . Optimization of dynamic models involv-
Ž .ing binary 0, 1 variables is a further complicated task. In this

work, the sequential solution-optimization strategy is adopted
and is embedded within the Branch & Bound framework. Al-
ternative approaches based on decomposition schemes are

Ž .discussed in Allgor 1997 .
In the developed Branch & Bound the continuous relax-

ation of the integer problem is solved using a Successive
Quadratic Programming method as implemented in the NAG
Fortran Library. The integration of the differential equations
describing the species and temperature evolution is per-

Ž .formed using DDASSL Brenan et al., 1996 , while the cal-
culation of the rate expressions and all necessary thermo-

Žphysical properties is done using Chemkin-II Kee et al.,
.1990 . The basic elements of the developed Branch & Bound

framework are shown in Figure 1.

Computational Results
The method is first tested on a fairly simple example prob-

lem to identify various characteristics of the approach. Em-
phasis is given on combustion problems since these define an
important class of systems that often lead to large kinetic net-
works.

H combustion– Model 12

Ž .This example is taken from Petzold and Zu 1997 . The
reaction network is shown in Appendix 1. Equation 1 was
used where the set KK contains all the major reacting molecu-
lar species, that is, H , O , H O. The profile to be replicated2 2 2
is one that corresponds to the following initial conditions: H2

Figure 1. Developed branch and bound framework.

mol frac.s0.12, O mol frac.s0.88, T s1,000 K. The error2 0
measure was defined as the L norm of the profiles of H ,2 2
O , H O, temperature, and residence time. For the latter,2 2
one additional differential equation is defined which deter-
mines the time at which the reaction front reaches a specific
location along the length of the reactor. In all cases to be
analyzed in this and other examples, we utilize a plug-flow
adiabatic reactor. The detailed reaction network is composed
of 20 reversible reactions and the reduced mechanism for
achieving an error d s10y3 contains 9 reactions, which are
� 4 y41, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 9, 16 and achieves an error of 6.66 10 .

minŽ . � 4The critical set was found to be R d s 2, 3, 4, 5 . Omit-
ting any of the reactions belonging to the critical set has a
profound effect on the approximation and results in error
values in the range of 2.80]3.04, that is, an increase by 4
orders of magnitude. The Branch & Bound tree solves 11
nodes before terminating. Given the minimal set, the ef-
fective number of binary variables is reduced to 16. Typical
profiles comparing the detailed and reduced mechanism are
shown in Figures 2 and 3.

Selection of Appropriate Objecti®e Measures. Reduction
techniques that generate global mechanisms and rely on min-
imizing a user-defined objective are highly sensitive to the
form of the objective. By altering it, one clearly affects the

Figure 2. Detailed vs. reduced model.
Temperature profile for H combustion.2
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Figure 3. Complete vs. reduced model.
O profile for H combustion.2 2

required degree of detail. More important, predicting condi-
tions not described by the objective becomes unreliable. As
an example, the H combustion problem was resolved while2
trying to match the outlet of the reacting mixture as opposed
to the trajectory that leads to the final point. Shown in Fig-
ure 4 are the results of a reduced mechanism for the H2
combustion problem when the objective is to match the out-

Ž .let condition compositions and temperature . The network is
� 4reduced by three more reactions 7, 9, 16 . It predicts with

great accuracy the outlet conditions, but misses important as-
pects of the dynamic trajectory that lead to these conditions.
Not only the minimum in O concentration is missed, but2
also the ignition time shows a substantial delay.

The weighting factors will also affect the obtained solution.
As an example, the same problem was solved with the error
function defined in a way that included only the error ap-
proximation of the temperature profile. By setting the maxi-
mum error d s10y3, the reduced network contained reac-

� 4tions 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 16 , that is, two reactions less than when

Figure 4. O composition profiles based on an integral2
[ ]objective H O reduced and an end-point2 2
[ ( )]objective H O reduced end-point for H2 2 2

combustion.

Figure 5. O composition profiles based on an error2
measure that only accounts for temperature
profile.

all the major species are included. This network, although it
yields a very good prediction of the temperature profile, fails
to correctly predict the evolution of gaseous O as shown in2
Figure 5.

Multiobjecti®e Nature of the Problem. Although the prob-
lem was cast in the form of Eq. 1 with a single objective, in
more general terms, it must be posed as a multilevel problem
in which one wishes to identify the minimum number of reac-
tions that produce the least approximation error. One way to
approach this question is to solve the original problem for
different values of the error measure d . This way, we implic-
itly construct the set of noninferior solutions that shows the
evolution of the approximation error as a function of the size
of the reduced network depicted in Figure 6.

A very interesting observation must be made given these
results: with up to six reactions one achieves an almost linear
Ž .in log-scale improvement in the error as the size of the re-
duced network is increasing. An irreducible set of six reac-

Ž � 4.tions reactions 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7 exists that is necessary for a
fairly good description of the detailed mechanism. Any fur-

Figure 6. Approximation error d as a function of the size
of the reduced network.
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ther reduction below this critical set will substantially deteri-
orate the quality of the reduced mechanism. This is clearly
seen by the fact that the slope of the error changes drastically
as we further try to reduce the size of the network. A multi-
objective framework allows one to determine such a critical
set. The existence of it imposes a practical lower bound on
the reduction.

When building the efficient frontier, one must be aware of
the fact that because the constraint defining the approxima-
tion error is never active at an integer solution, the possibility
exists of a multiplicity of solutions. When solving for d s10y3,

�for example, one determines two reduced mechanisms: 1, 2,
4 y4 �3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 9, 16 with an error of 6.66=10 -d , and 1, 2,
4 y43, 4, 5, 7, 8, 9, 16 with an error 8.22=10 -d . Both solu-

tions correspond to the same objective; however, both are
feasible with the constraint active at the optimal point.

Noncon®ex Nature of the Problem. Either formulation of
the problem leads clearly to a nonlinearrnonconvex problem
in the terms of the NLP continuous relaxation that has to be
solved at each Branch & Bound node. Therefore, a Branch &
Bound algorithm cannot guarantee the globally optimum so-
lution, assuming that the nonconvex nature of the problem
leads to multiple local minima and the NLP relaxation is
solved via local optimization techniques.

The problem of global optimization is clearly a very diffi-
cult one, and, in our case, is further complicated by the pres-
ence of the differential equations and the fact that it is em-
bedded within our Branch & Bound framework. The combi-

Ž .nation of the results of Adjiman et al. 1997 and Esposito
Ž .and Floudas 1997 would provide a definite answer. An al-

ternative approach could also be to use stochastic optimiza-
Ž .tion techniques as was done in Edwards et al. 1998 . Three

alternative strategies were implemented within our frame-
work. One initializes the solution of each NLP continuous
relaxation by setting all variables to their upper bounds, the
second initializes the NLP relaxation at the solution of the
parent node, and, finally, the starting point at each NLP con-
tinuous relaxation is set randomly. All approaches provided
the same final reduced mechanism. This, of course, does not
address the theoretical issues involved but provides some
confidence in terms of the results obtained.

Confidence Inter®al at Reduced Mechanisms. The target of
the reduction is to determine a smaller size mechanism that
reproduces a representative response of the system. For sim-
plicity, we assumed that the target was a single trajectory.
Clearly, multiple trajectories could be defined so as to deter-
mine a more comprehensive target. However, for practical
purposes only, a finite number of trajectories can be consid-
ered. Therefore, the question remains as to how the reduced
mechanism would predict conditions other than the ones that
were used for the reduction. In Ierapetritou and Androulakis
Ž .1999 , flexibility analysis within the integer optimization ap-
proach was used to determine the feasible region for all the
examples studied in this work. It is shown that, although few
nominal conditions are used, the actual domain of applicabil-
ity of the derived reduced mechanism is substantial.

H combustion— Model II2

This H combustion mechanism is larger than previous and2
contains 10 species and 46 irreversible chemical reactions. It

Figure 7. O profiles obtained with two different H2 2
combustion networks.
Model I with 20 reactions; model II with 46 reactions.

is a simplification of the Methane Oxidation mechanism de-
Ž .veloped at the University of Leeds Pilling et al., 1998 . The

mechanism is described in Appendix 2. The profile to be
replicated is one that corresponds to the following initial con-
ditions: H mol frac.s0.12, O mol frac.s0.88, T s1,0002 2 0

y3 �K. For a required accuracy of d s10 , the reduced set is 1,
42, 3, 4, 5, 7, 9, 10, 17, 19, 20, 27, 30, 31, 39, 40, 41 . The

indices refer to the order of the reactions as they can be found
in the original reference. The approximation error e s9.82=
10y4.

Plotting the O mol fractions, we notice in Figure 7 an2
important difference between the two models. Although the
qualitative behavior of both networks is the same, they differ
substantially in terms of the ignition time that they predict.
The differences in the minimum and final values for the mol
fractions are within 1%, but the difference in the ignition
time is about 20%. These kinds of discrepancies do not, of
course, affect the reduction process, but they point to the
fact that different networks have been developed for differ-
ent reasons and therefore one should be aware of the pecu-
liarities of each kinetic network. It is important to realize
that a reduced network will only be as good as the detailed
network.

COrrrrrH rrrrrAir combustion2

This test case considers the model presented in Li and Ra-
Ž .bitz 1997 . It contains 47 reversible reactions and 13 species,

and it models the combustion of a syngas mixture in air. The
complete kinetic network is shown in Appendix 3. The pro-
file to be replicated corresponds to the following initial con-
ditions: H mol frac.s0.05, O mol frac.s0.189, CO mol2 2
frac.s0.095, N mol frac.s0.711, T s1,600. The target in-2 0
cludes the species profiles of CO, O , H , CO , H O, tem-2 2 2 2
perature, and residence time. The reduced network for
achieving the desired error d s1.0y3 consists of a total of 16
reactions out of the 47. In order to obtain the solution, 22
Branch & Bound nodes were explored and the reduced

�mechanism was composed of reactions 1, 3, 4, 6, 10, 12, 13,
414, 15, 17, 22, 24, 25, 32, 34, 38 . The actual approximation
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Figure 8. Complete vs. reduced model.
H O profile for COrH rAir combustion.2 2

error was e s9.83=10y4. The indices refer to the order of
the reactions as they can be found in Appendix 3. Typical
profiles comparing the detailed and the reduced networks are
depicted in Figure 8.

Reducing the Number of Species
Mechanism reduction also implies the reduction of the re-

acting species present in the network. The problem can be
formulated in a form similar to the reaction reduction prob-
lem. The objective is now to determine the least number of
species which are required so as to reproduce accurately some
specified targets. Reducing the number of species is of pri-
mary importance, since this way we reduce also the number

Žof ordinary differential equations equivalently partial differ-
.ential equations required to model a reactive flow.

Species reduction is the byproduct of the reduction of the
number of reactions. A specie is removed from the network if
it participates only in reactions that are to be removed.
Therefore, reducing the number of reactions implies the re-
duction of the number of species. In fact, the problem of
reducing the number of reactions is a superset of the prob-
lem of reducing the number of species. The interest, how-
ever, in the species reduction problem is based on the fact
that the number of species is expected to be much smaller
than the number of reactions. Therefore, the associated opti-
mization problem will be, in principle, easier to solved.

Ž .Unlike methods based on quasi steady-state QSS or par-
Ž .tial equilibrium PE assumptions, once a specie is deter-

mined to be redundant, it is removed from the list of species
Ž .of the mechanism and no equations equilibrium or other

are associated with it.
The mathematical formulation of the species reduction

problem is as follows:

NS

min lÝ s
NSlg II ss1

subject to

2reduced detailedy z y y zŽ . Ž .Z k k
LL s v dzHÝ K detailedž /ž y zŽ .0 kk g KK

2reduced detailedT z yT zŽ . Ž .Z
q v dzHT detailedž /T zŽ .0

1r22reduced detailedt z yt zŽ . Ž .Ztq v dz FdH detailedž / /t zŽ .0

Np Rdy zŽ .s � 4s a R , ss1, . . . , N , ps reduced 4Ž .Ý rs r sdz r s1

Np pSdT z dy zŽ . Ž .sg � 4s H , ps reducedÝ sdz dzss1

dt p z rŽ .
� 4s , ps reduced

dz c0

N N Ns S SX Y
a ar s r sr r² : w x w xR s l KK X y KK X ,rŁ Ł Łr s F s R sž / ž /ss1 ss1 ss1

r s1, . . . , NR

KK r s k r eyE r
FrRT

F F

KK r s k r eyE r
RrRT

R R

l if specie s participates in reaction rs² :l srs ½ 0 otherwise

NN SS � 4lg II s 0, 1

The introductions of the binary variable l determiness
whether specie s is present in the reduced network. If the
specie is to be neglected, then l s0 and all reaction ratess
which involve that specie will be set to 0.

As was mentioned above, the problem of reducing the
number of reactions is a superset of the problem of reducing
the number of species. If we analyze the results of the H2
combustion networks as well as the COrH combustion2
problem that were presented earlier, we observe the follow-
ing:

H Combustion: Model I. Analyzing the achieved reduc-2
tion for d s10y3, one observes that the reactions removed
involve H O , and that H O only participated in these re-2 2 2 2
actions. Therefore, one can argue that, as a byproduct of the
reaction reduction, the species are also reduced by one. When
the problem defined in Eq. 4 is solved for the same value of
d , a solution is recovered which identifies that specie H O2 2
can be dropped. Obviously, the number of reactions is only
reduced by 4, that is, the number of reactions that involve the
redundant specie.

H Combustion: Model II. This is an interesting problem,2
because when we try to reduce the number of reactions, no
species are determined to be unimportant. That can be ex-
plained by the fact that the detailed Model II and Model I
differ substantially in the way that the ignition period is de-
scribed and, as a result, the more accurate description of
Model II requires all species to be present. Of course, when
the same model for H combustion is analyzed via the species2
minimization approach, it is revealed that indeed no species
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can be removed from the list, once again deriving similar
conclusions as the reactions minimization approach.

COrH rAir Combustion. Once again, the species mini-2
mization approach reveals that species H O , HCO, CH O2 2 2
are redundant ones. The same conclusion would have been
reached if one were to analyze the reaction reduction results
obtained.

Two-State Reduction
The key computational advantage of addressing the species

reduction problem, as opposed to the reaction reduction
problem, is that the number of species is by far smaller than
the number of reactions. A combination of the two would be
necessary, because the redundant species participate in a
large number of reactions that would be removed. Therefore,
a two level approach will offer substantial advantages. The

Žapproach was tested on the GRI mechanism Bowman et al.,
.1995 without the NO chemistry. The detailed mechanism

contains 31 reacting species and 177 reactions. A two-stage
approach was used to analyze the derivation of a reduced
mechanism for a stoichiometric mixture of CH and air at4
1,000 K. The target error was d s10y2. In the first stage, the
species reduction problem determined the species C, CH,
CH , CH S, C H, C H , C., UCUO, CUCUO and HCaCOH2 2 2 2 2
to be redundant. Therefore, the number of species is reduced
to 21 and the number of reactions is reduced to 100. The
reaction reduction problem was subsequently solved in which
a total of 67 reactions were determined to be important. For
a typical plug-flow calculation, a reduction in computation
time of 50% is achieved when the 21 species, 67 reactions
mechanism is used. The resulting reduced mechanism pre-
dicts with great accuracy the detailed one, as shown in Figure
9.

Amplifying Reaction Effects
In the formalism thus far presented, we assumed that a

binary variable was defined so as to determine the
existencernonexistence of specific reactions. An extension to
the basic model is now presented that allows to further sim-
plify the reduced mechanism by allowing the amplification of

Figure 9. Complete vs. reduced model.
T profile for stoichiometric CH rAir combustion.4

selected reactions. In such an expanded model, each reaction
is assigned two variables: a binary one l determining whether
that reaction should participate in the model, and a continu-
ous one m which represents an amplification of the contribu-
tion of this reaction. The suggested formulation is presented
in Eq. 5

NR

min lÝ r
NRlg II , m g MM r s1

subject to

2reduced detailedy z y y zŽ . Ž .Z k k
LL s v dzHÝ K detailedž /ž y zŽ .0 kk g KK

2reduced detailedT z yT zŽ . Ž .Z
q v dzHT detailedž /T zŽ .0

1r22reduced detailedt z yt zŽ . Ž .Ztq v dz FdH detailedž / /t zŽ .0

Np Rdy zŽ .s � 4s m l a R , ss1, . . . , N , ps reduced 5Ž .Ý r r rs r sdz r s1

Np pSdT z dy zŽ . Ž .sg � 4s H , ps reducedÝ sdz dzss1

dt p z rŽ .
� 4s , ps reduced

dz c0

N NS SX Y
a ar s r sr rw x w xR s KK X y KK X , r s1, . . . , NŁ Łr F s R s R

ss1 ss1

KK r s k r eyE r
FrRT

F F

KK r s k r eyE r
RrRT

R R

m F Pl , js1, . . . , Nj j r

NN NRR R� 4lg II s 0, 1 , mg MM ; RRq

Table 1 summarizes the comparison between the two mod-
els, that is, with and without reaction amplification. The
numbers in parentheses denote the amplification factors. The
results indicate that additional reductions can be achieved.
The overhead, of course, is reflected in the number of vari-
ables which increases since now an additional set of continu-
ous variables has to be added.

Concluding Remarks
This article discusses aspects of the problem of reaction

mechanism reduction. The focus was on developing reduced
mechanisms that maintain the structural integrity of the de-
tailed network over a range of conditions. The problem was
cast as an integer programming problem in which the binary
decisions are associated with the existencernonexistence of a
given reaction or specie. A performance measure that quanti-
fies the ability of a reduced network to capture important
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Table 1. Reduced Networks with and without Reaction Amplification

H Model I, N s20 H Model II, N s47 COrH rAir N s462 R 2 R 2 R

Min N Min N qAmpl. Min N Min N qAmpl. Min N Min N qAmpl.R R R R R R

Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1, 2, 3 1 1.026 , 2, 3 1, 2, 3 1, 2 0.733 , 3 1, 3, 4, 6 3 1.498 , 6 2.481
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .4, 5, 6 4, 5, 6 5.524 4, 5, 7 5, 9, 10 1.620 10, 12, 13 10 1.006 , 17 0.648

Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .7, 9, 16 7 0.847 , 9 9, 10, 17 30, 31 0.714 14, 15, 17 32 0.937 , 34 0.724
Ž . Ž .19, 20, 27 40 0.179 22, 24, 25 38 0.849
Ž .29, 30, 31 41 1.640 32, 34, 38

39, 40, 41

N s9 N s8 N s18 N s10 N s16 N s7R R R R R R

features of the detailed one is defined. The measure is de-
fined over a set of important observables such as key reac-
tants andror products, temperature, and residence time.
Based on the obtained results, some important points have to
be made:
Ž .1 The performance measure strongly reflects the bias of

the decision-maker.
Ž .2 The reduced mechanism strongly depends on the ini-

tial conditions used during the reduction process. However,
the framework which was presented has been expanded to
incorporate flexibility issues so as to determine an extended
region of initial conditions over which the reduction is valid
Ž .Ierapetritou and Androulakis, 1999 .

The results point to a reduction approach that does un-
ravel important dependencies and key reaction pathways. The
computational requirement increases as the size of the prob-
lem increases pointing towards the direction of developing
specialized decomposition schemes for the efficient solution
of large-scale nonlinear integer optimization problems. Fi-
nally, the solution to global optimality of integer program-
ming problems with models described by differential equa-
tions has to be further explored so as to provide a definite
answer to the issue of determining global as opposed to local
solutions, if the latter exist.

Overall, a systematic approach was presented for mecha-
nism reduction. The approach allows the user to define ex-
plicitly a set of targets, and these will subsequently guide the
reduction. Both the reaction and species reduction problem
were formulated in a similar way and are both solved effi-
ciently using a Branch & Bound algorithm. The extension of
the basic model utilizing the amplification parameters al-
lowed further reduction by enhancing the importance of vari-
ous reaction steps. Finally, the approach naturally provides a
framework for addressing the very important question of a
priori determining the range of validity of the reduced mech-
anism via flexibility analysis.
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Appendix 1: H Combustion Network I2

Ž . Ž .ks AT )) b exp y ErRT ks AT )) b exp y ErRT

Reactions Considered A b E Reactions Considered A b E
13 161. H qO l2 OH 1.70=10 0.00 47,780 11. HqHqH lH qH 9.20=10 y0.60 02 2 2 2 2
9 192. OHqH lH OqH 1.17=10 1.30 3,626 12. HqHqH OlH qH O 6.00=10 y1.20 02 2 2 2 2
14 223. OqOHlO qH 4.00=10 y0.50 0 13. HqOHqMlH OqM 1.60=10 y2.00 02 2
44. OqH lOHqH 5.06=10 2.70 6,290 H O Enhanced by 5.0002 2
17 165. HqO qMlHO qM 3.61=10 y0.70 0 14. HqOqMlOHqM 6.20=10 y0.60 02 2

1H O Enhanced by 1.860=10 H O Enhanced by 5.0002 2
13H Enhanced by 2.860 15. OqOqMlO qM 1.89=10 0.00 y1,7882 2
13N Enhanced by 1.260 16. HqHO lH qO 1.25=10 0.00 02 2 2 2

12 126. OHqHO lH OqO 7.50=10 0.00 0 17. HO qHO lH O qO 2.00=10 0.00 02 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
14 177. HqHO l2OH 1.40=10 0.00 1,073 18. H O qMlOHqOHqM 1.30=10 0.00 45,5002 2 2
13 128. OqHO lO qOH 1.40=10 0.00 1,073 19. H O qHlHO qH 1.60=10 0.00 3,8002 2 2 2 2 2
8 139. 2 OHlOqH O 6.00=10 1.30 0 20. H O qOHlH OqHO 1.00=10 0.00 1,8002 2 2 2 2
1810. HqHqMlH qM 1.00=10 y1.00 02

H O Enhanced by 0.0002
H Enhanced by 0.0002

Appendix 2: H Combustion Network II2

Ž . Ž .ks AT )) b exp y ErRT ks AT )) b exp y ErRT

Reactions Considered A b E Reactions Considered A b E
4 181. H qO™OHqH 5.12=10 2.67 26 21. 2HqM™H qM 1.87=10 y1.00 02 2
4 y12. OHqH™H qO 3.53=10 2.62 19 N Enhanced by 4.000=102 2
8 y13. H qOH™H OqH 1.02=10 1.60 14 O Enhanced by 4.000=102 2 2
84. H OqH™H qOH 4.52=10 1.60 77 H O Enhanced by 6.5002 2 2
185. O qHqM™HO qM 2.10=10 y0.80 0 H Enhanced by 0.0002 2 2

y1 y1N Enhanced by 6.700=10 AR Enhanced by 3.500=102
y1 18O Enhanced by 4.000=10 22. H qM™2HqM 6.27=10 y0.98 4372 2

y1H O Enhanced by 0.000 N Enhanced by 4.000=102 2
y1 y1AR Enhanced by 2.800=10 O Enhanced by 4.000=102

206. HO qM™O qHqM 1.16=10 y1.26 211 H O Enhanced by 6.5002 2 2
y1N Enhanced by 6.700=10 H Enhanced by 0.0002 2
y1 y1O Enhanced by 4.000=10 AR Enhanced by 3.500=102

16H O Enhanced by 0.000 23. 2HqH ™2H 9.79=10 y0.60 02 2 2
y1 17AR Enhanced by 2.800=10 24. 2H ™2HqH 3.28=10 y0.58 4372 2

15 197. O qHqH O™HO qH O 6.89=10 0.00 y9 25. HqOqM™OHqM 1.18=10 y1.00 02 2 2 2
17 y18. HO qH O™O qHqH O 3.80=10 y0.46 203 N Enhanced by 4.000=102 2 2 2 2
13 y19. O qH™OHqO 9.76=10 0.00 62 O Enhanced by 4.000=102 2
1310. OHqO™O qH 1.45=10 0.00 3 H O Enhanced by 6.5002 2
12 y111. H O qH™HO qH 1.69=10 0.00 16 AR Enhanced by 3.500=102 2 2 2
9 1912. HO qH ™H O qH 1.51=10 0.78 84 26. OHqM™HqOqM 2.73=10 y1.03 4292 2 2 2
13 y113. H O qH™OHqH O 1.02=10 0.00 15 N Enhanced by 4.000=102 2 2 2
7 y114. OHqH O™H O qH 6.72=10 1.28 296 O Enhanced by 4.000=102 2 2 2
1115. H O qO™OHqHO 6.62=10 0.00 17 H O Enhanced by 6.5002 2 2 2
8 y116. OHqHO ™H O qO 4.07=10 0.72 78 AR Enhanced by 3.500=102 2 2
12 2217. H O qOH™H OqHO 7.83=10 0.00 6 27. HqOHqM™H OqM 5.53=10 y2.00 02 2 2 2 2
11 y118. H OqHO ™H O qOH 4.74=10 0.45 141 N Enhanced by 4.000=102 2 2 2 2
14 y1Ž . Ž .19. H O qM ™2OH qM 3.00=10 0.00 203 O Enhanced by 4.000=102 2 2

y1N Enhanced by 4.00=10 H O Enhanced by 2.5402 2
y1 y1O Enhanced by 4.000=10 AR Enhanced by 1.500=102

25H O Enhanced by 6.500 28. H OqM™HqOHqM 1.26=10 y2.30 5032 2
y1 y1AR Enhanced by 3.500=10 N Enhanced by 4.000=102

y1Low pressure limit: O Enhanced by 4.000=102
18 30.30000=10 0.00000 0.19040=10 H O Enhanced by 2.5402

y1TROE centering: AR Enhanced by 1.500=10
1 1 1 4 130.10000=10 0.10000=10 0.10000=10 0.10400=10 29. HqHO ™H qO 4.28=10 0.00 62 2 2

13 12Ž . Ž .20. 2OH qM ™H O qM 7.23=10 y0.37 0 30. H qO ™HqHO 2.60=10 0.48 2312 2 2 2 2
y1 14N Enhanced by 4.000=10 31. HqHO ™2 OH 1.69=10 0.00 42 2
y1 10O Enhanced by 4.000=10 32. 2 OH™HqHO 1.84=10 0.83 1502 2

13H O Enhanced by 6.500 33. HqHO ™H OqO 3.01=10 0.00 72 2 2
y1 11AR Enhanced by 3.500=10 34. H OqO™HqHO 3.23=10 0.56 2272 2

13Low pressure limit: 35. 2 OqM™O qM 5.40=10 0.00 y7220 y10.55300=10 y0.76000 0.00000 N Enhanced by 4.000=102
y1TROE centering: O Enhanced by 4.000=1021 1 1 40.10000=10 0.10000=10 0.10000=10 0.10400=10 H O Enhanced by 6.5002
y1AR Enhanced by 3.500=10

Appendix 2 continued
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( )Appendix 2: H Combustion Network II Continued2

Ž . Ž .ks AT )) b exp y ErRT ks AT )) b exp y ErRT

Reactions Considered A b E Reactions Considered A b E
16 1136. O qM™2 OqM 4.82=10 y0.43 494 40. OqH O™2 OH 1.49=10 0.87 752 2

y1 13N Enhanced by 4.000=10 41. OHqHO ™H OqO 2.89=10 0.00 y22 2 2 2
y1 14O Enhanced by 4.000=10 42. H OqO ™OHqHO 1.19=10 0.16 2902 2 2 2

14H O Enhanced by 6.500 43. 2 HO ™H O qO 4.22=10 0.00 502 2 2 2 2
y1 16AR Enhanced by 3.500=10 44. H O qO ™2 HO 2.88=10 y0.29 2072 2 2 2

13 1137. OqHO ™O qOH 3.19=10 0.00 0 45. 2 HO ™H O qO 1.32=10 0.00 y72 2 2 2 2 2
12 1238. O qOH™OqHO 1.34=10 0.43 218 46. H O qO ™2 HO 9.00=10 y0.29 1502 2 2 2 2 2
939. 2 OH™OqH O 1.51=10 1.14 02

Appendix 3: COrrrrrH rrrrrAir Combustion Network2

Ž . Ž .ks AT )) b exp y ErRT ks AT )) b exp y ErRT

Reactions Considered A b E Reactions Considered A b E
17 141. 2 OqMlO qM 1.20=10 y1.00 0 25. HqHO l2 OH 1.34=10 0.00 6352 2

7H Enhanced by 2.400 26. HqH O lHO qH 1.21=10 2.00 5,2002 2 2 2 2
1 13H O Enhanced by 1.540=10 27. HqH O lOHqH O 1.00=10 0.00 3,6002 2 2 2

12Ž . Ž .CO Enhanced by 1.750 28. HqHCO qM lCH O qM 1.09=10 0.48 y2602
Low pressure limit:CO Enhanced by 3.6002

25 11 4y1 0.13500=10 y0.25700=10 0.14250=10AR Enhanced by 8.300=10
TROE centering:CO Enhanced by 3.6002

3 4 4y1 0.78240 0.27100=10 0.27550=10 0.65700=10AR Enhanced by 8.300=10
172. OqHqMlOHqM 5.00=10 y1.00 0 H Enhanced by 2.0002

H Enhanced by 2.000 H O Enhanced by 6.0002 2
H O Enhanced by 6.000 CO Enhanced by 1.5002
CO Enhanced by 1.500 CO Enhanced by 2.0002

y11CO Enhanced by 2.000 AR Enhanced by 7.000=102
y1 13AR Enhanced by 7.000=10 29. HqHCOlH qCO 7.34=10 0.00 02

4 103. OqH lHqOH 5.00=10 2.67 6,290 30. HqCH OlHCOqH 2.30=10 1.05 3,2752 2 2
13 7Ž . Ž .4. OqHO lOHqO 2.00=10 0.00 0 31. H qCO qM lCH O qM 4.30=10 1.50 79,6002 2 2 2
6 Low pressure limit:5. OqH O lOHqHO 9.63=10 2.00 4,0002 2 2

28 1 50.50700=10 y0.34200=10 0.84350=10
TROE centering:

3 4 50.93200 0.19700=10 0.15400=10 0.10300=10

146. OqCOqMlCO qM 6.02=10 0.00 3,0002
H Enhanced by 2.0002
O Enhanced by 6.0002
H O Enhanced by 6.000 H Enhanced by 2.0002 2
CO Enhanced by 1.500 H O Enhanced by 6.0002
CO Enhanced by 3.500 CO Enhanced by 1.5002

y1AR Enhanced by 5.000=10 CO Enhanced by 2.0002
13 y17. OqHCOlOHqCO 3.00=10 0.00 0 AR Enhanced by 7.000=10
13 88. OqHCOlHqCO 3.00=10 0.00 0 32. OHqH lHqH O 2.16=10 1.51 3,4302 2 2
13 13Ž . Ž .9. OqCH OlOHqHCO 3.90=10 0.00 3,540 33. 2 OH qM lH O qM 7.40=10 y0.37 02 2 2
12 Low pressure limit:10. O qCOlOqCO 2.50=10 0.00 47,8002 2

19 414 0.23000=10 y0.90000 y0.17000=1011. O qCH OlHO qHCO 1.00=10 0.00 40,0002 2 2
18 TROE centering:12. HqO qMlHO qM 2.80=10 y0.86 02 2

2 4 40.73460 0.94000=10 0.17560=10 0.51820=10O Enhanced by 0.0002
H O Enhanced by 0.000 H Enhanced by 2.0002 2

y1CO Enhanced by 7.500=10 H O Enhanced by 6.0002
CO Enhanced by 1.500 CO Enhanced by 1.5002
N Enhanced by 0.000 CO Enhanced by 2.0002 2

y1AR Enhanced by 0.000 AR Enhanced by 7.000=10
20 413. Hq2O lHO qO 3.00=10 y1.72 0 34. 2 OHlOqH O 3.57=10 2.40 y2,1102 2 2 2
18 1314. HqO qH OlHO qH O 9.38=10 y0.76 0 35. OHqHO lO qH O 2.90=10 0.00 y5002 2 2 2 2 2 2
20 1215. HqO qN lHO qN 3.75=10 y1.72 0 36. OHqH O lHO qH O 1.75=10 0.00 3202 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
17 1416. HqO qARlHO qAR 7.00=10 y0.80 0 37. OHqH O lHO qH O 5.80=10 0.00 9,5602 2 2 2 2 2
13 717. HqO lOqOH 8.30=10 0.00 14,413 38. OHqCOlH qCO 4.76=10 1.23 702 2 2
18 1318. 2 HqMlH qM 1.00=10 y1.00 0 39. OHqHCOlH OqCO 5.00=10 0.00 02 2

9H Enhanced by 0.000 40. OHqCH OlHCOqH O 3.43=10 1.18 y4472 2 2
11H O Enhanced by 0.000 41. 2 HO lO qH O 1.30=10 0.00 y1,6302 2 2 2 2
14CO Enhanced by 0.000 42. 2 HO lO qH O 4.20=10 0.00 12,0002 2 2 2 2

y1 14AR Enhanced by 6.300=10 43. HO qCOlOHqCO 1.50=10 0.00 23,6002 2
16 1219. 2 HqH l2 H 9.00=10 y0.60 0 44. HO qCH OlHCOqH O 1.00=10 0.00 8,0002 2 2 2 2 2
19 1820. 2 HqH OlH qH O 6.00=10 y1.25 0 45. HCOqH OlHqCOqH O 2.24=10 y1.00 17,0002 2 2 2 2
20 1721. 2 HqCO lH qCO 5.50=10 y2.00 0 46. HCOqMlHqCOqM 1.87=10 y1.00 17,0002 2 2
2222. HqOHqMlH OqM 2.20=10 y2.00 0 H Enhanced by 2.0002 2

y1H Enhanced by 7.300=10 H O Enhanced by 0.0002 2
H O Enhanced by 3.650 CO Enhanced by 1.5002

y1AR Enhanced by 3.800=10 CO Enhanced by 2.0002
12 1223. HqHO lOqH O 3.97=10 0.00 671 47. HCOqO lHO qCO 7.60=10 0.00 4002 2 2 2
1324. HqHO lO qH 2.80=10 0.00 1,0682 2 2
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